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Outstanding Chapter Leadership

**IFC**
- **Winner:** Delta Sigma Phi
- **Finalist:** Phi Gamma Delta
- **Finalist:** Pi Lambda Phi

**MCGC**
- **Winner:** Alpha Psi Lambda
- **Finalist:** Sigma Lambda Beta

**NPHC**
- **Winner:** Kappa Alpha Psi
- **Finalist:** Alpha Kappa Alpha
- **Finalist:** Zeta Phi Beta

**PHA**
- **Winner:** Chi Omega
- **Finalist:** Delta Delta Delta
- **Finalist:** Pi Beta Phi

**William H. Hall Chapter of the Year**

**IFC**
- **Winner:** Triangle
- **Finalist:** Phi Kappa Tau
- **Finalist:** Pi Lambda Phi

**MCGC**
- **Winner:** Alpha Psi Lambda

**NPHC**
- **Winner:** Zeta Phi Beta
- **Finalist:** Alpha Kappa Alpha
- **Finalist:** Phi Beta Sigma

**PHA**
- **Winner:** Delta Delta Delta
- **Finalist:** Chi Omega

**Member of the Year**

**IFC**
- **Winner:** Grant Kirby (Sigma Chi)

**MCGC**
- **Winner:** Johana Coronado (Sigma Lambda Gamma)
NPHC
Winner: Sabryn Davis-Cannon (Alpha Kappa Alpha)
Finalist: Rayonna Booth (Zeta Phi Beta)
Finalist: Devon Stith (Kappa Alpha Psi)

PHA
Winner: Haley Martinsen (Alpha Xi Delta)
Finalist: Reagan Snyder (Chi Omega)
Finalist: Lucy Smith (Delta Delta Delta)

Greek Involvement

IFC
Winner: Samuel Robinson (Phi Gamma Delta)

MCGC
Winner: Jesse Fernandez (Alpha Psi Lambda)

NPHC
Winner: Marc-Ale Augustin (Phi Beta Sigma)
Finalist: Sabryn Davis-Cannon (Alpha Kappa Alpha)
Finalist: Devon Stith (Kappa Alpha Psi)

PHA
Winner: Katrina Hadley (Kappa Alpha Theta)
Finalist: Autumn Bryant (Alpha Omicron Pi)
Finalist: Maddie Fogarty (Chi Omega)

Outstanding House Corporation

NPHC
Winner: Phi Gamma Delta

PHA
Winner: Chi Omega

Outstanding Graduate Chapter/Outstanding Alumni Advisory Council

IFC
Winner: Theta Chi

NPHC
Winner: Kappa Alpha Psi

PHA
Winner: Chi Omega
Outstanding Chapter Advisor

**IFC**
Winner: Rick Mallow (Sigma Chi)
Finalist: Jeff Cabot (Phi Kappa Tau)
Finalist: Emily Wickham (FarmHouse)

**MCGC**
Winner: Yolanda Zepeda (Sigma Lambda Beta)

**NPHC**
Winner: Kashif Smiley (Kappa Alpha Psi)
Finalist: Judith Cunningham (Alpha Kappa Alpha)
Finalist: Kiaira Zachary (Zeta Phi Beta)

**PHA**
Winner: Kristen Rupert Davis (Delta Zeta)
Finalist: Andrea Courtois (Zeta Tau Alpha)
Finalist: Lori Holt (Delta Gamma)

Outstanding Chapter Advocate

**IFC**
Winner: Steven Mousetes (Phi Gamma Delta)

**PHA**
Winner: Gina Taff (Chi Omega)

Outstanding Service Initiative

**IFC**
Winner: Pi Lambda Phi
Finalist: Phi Gamma Delta

**NPHC**
Winner: Phi Beta Sigma
Finalist: Alpha Kappa Alpha
Finalist: Kappa Alpha Psi

**PHA**
Winner: Delta Delta Delta
Finalist: Kappa Kappa Gamma

Outstanding Philanthropy Initiative

**IFC**
Winner: Triangle
Finalist: Pi Lambda Phi
Finalist: Theta Xi
MCGC
Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda

NPHC
Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha
Finalist: Zeta Phi Beta

PHA
Winner: Delta Delta Delta
Finalist: Alpha Phi
Finalist: Zeta Tau Alpha

Most Improved Chapter

IFC
Winner: Theta Xi

MCGC
Winner: Kappa Phi Lambda

NPHC
Winner: Sigma Gamma Rho

PHA
Winner: Pi Beta Phi

Outstanding Citizen

IFC
Winner: Kevin Uth (Phi Gamma Delta)
Finalist: Philip Eberly (FarmHouse)
Finalist: CJ Johnson (Alpha Kappa Lambda)

MCGC
Winner: Sarah Homan (Sigma Lambda Gamma)
Finalist: Jesse Fernandez (Alpha Psi Lambda)

NPHC
Winner: Cariah Cox (Zeta Phi Beta)
Finalist: Jonathan Graham (Phi Beta Sigma)

PHA
Winner: Alexa Forte (Chi Omega)
Finalist: Madison Stubbendieck (Delta Delta Delta)
Finalist: Audrey Kwentus (Alpha Phi)

Outstanding Campus/Community Partner

Winner: College of Public Health
Excellence in Member Development

IFC
Winner: Theta Chi
Finalist: Delta Sigma Phi
Finalist: Pi Lambda Phi

PHA
Winner: Kappa Kappa Gamma
Finalist: Chi Omega
Finalist: Delta Delta Delta

Outstanding Member Development Program

Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha (Credit Repair)
Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha (Leadership Development Series)
Winner: Delta Sigma Phi (Membership Retreat)
Winner: Triangle (New Member Program)

Excellence in Inclusive Excellence

IFC
Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
Finalist: Pi Lambda Phi
Finalist: Triangle

MCGC
Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda

NPHC
Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha

PHA
Winner: Alpha Omicron Pi
Finalist: Alpha Phi
Finalist: Kappa Kappa Gamma

Outstanding Inclusive Excellence Program

Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda (Denice Frohman)
Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha (Steps to Success)
Winner: Pi Lambda Phi (Elimination of Prejudice Week)
Winner: Sigma Gamma Rho (Let’s Talk About Sex)
**Excellence in Health and Safety**

**IFC**
Winner: Triangle
Finalist: Pi Lambda Phi

**NPHC**
Winner: Sigma Gamma Rho

**PHA**
Winner: Alpha Gamma Delta
Finalist: Alpha Omicron Pi
Finalist: Delta Delta Delta

**Outstanding Health and Safety Program**
Winner: Delta Delta Delta (Mental Health)
Winner: Delta Zeta (Coping with Covid)
Winner: Pi Lambda Phi (Drug and Alcohol Education)
Winner: Zeta Phi Beta (Kiki with the Zetas)

**Outstanding New Member**

**IFC**
Winner: Jack Dowling (Theta Chi)
Finalist: Elijah Mullins (Phi Kappa Tau)
Finalist: Andrew Tweedy (Phi Gamma Delta)

**MCGC**
Winner: Fabian Perez (Alpha Psi Lambda)
Finalist: Antonio Anaya (Alpha Psi Lambda)
Finalist: Mayraleeh Nelson (Sigma Lambda Gamma)

**NPHC**
Winner: Marc-Ale Augustin (Phi Beta Sigma)
Finalist: Christopher Scott (Phi Beta Sigma)
Finalist: Devon Stith (Kappa Alpha Psi)

**PHA**
Winner: Hannah Galinger (Delta Delta Delta)
Finalist: Kelsey Bartalsky (Alpha Gamma Delta)
Finalist: Isabella Goncalves (Chi Omega)

**Barbara J. Tootle PHA Scholarship**

**PHA**
Winner: Daniella Saul (Chi Omega)
Outstanding University Involvement

IFC
Winner: Nathan Hensley (Delta Sigma Phi)
Finalist: Philip Eberly (FarmHouse)
Finalist: Richard Hammond (Phi Gamma Delta)

MCGC
Winner: Mayraleeh Nelson (Sigma Lambda Gamma)

NPHC
Winner: Marc-Ale Augustin (Phi Beta Sigma)
Finalist: Lovette Azap (Alpha Kappa Alpha)
Finalist: Adea Dickerson-Ray (Sigma Gamma Rho)

PHA
Winner: Kelsey Bartalsky (Alpha Gamma Delta)
Finalist: Samina Hejeebu (Alpha Gamma Delta)
Finalist: Ally Williams (Delta Zeta)

Excellence in Academic Development

IFC
Winner: Pi Lambda Phi
Finalist: Triangle

NPHC
Winner: Sigma Gamma Rho

PHA
Winner: Chi Omega
Finalist: Delta Delta Delta
Finalist: Kappa Kappa Gamma

Outstanding Academic Mentor

IFC
Winner: Steven Mousetes (Phi Gamma Delta)

PHA
Winner: Tricia McHale (Kappa Kappa Gamma)

Outstanding Overall Programming

Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha
Highest GPA Spring 2020

IFC
Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon

MCGC
Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda

NPHC
Winner: Alpha Phi Alpha

PHA
Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta

Highest GPA Autumn 2020

IFC
Winner: Delta Tau Delta

MCGC
Winner: Kappa Phi Lambda

NPHC
Winner: Phi Beta Sigma

PHA
Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta